
Screwtape Letters – Week 2

Letter 7 – Extremism

When asked about revealing himself to his patient, Screwtape

reminds Wormwood of the policy to keep humans ignorant of their

existence. Also it matters not if the patient is pushed to pacifism or

patriotism only so long as he doesn’t think about God or others.

What is the “cruel dilemma” for Screwtape?

What is the suggestion to squash suspicion of demon existence?

What has the church had to watch out for since the days of Paul

and Apollos?

What matters most in pursuing a “worldly end”?

Letter 8 – The Rule of Undulation

Screwtape explains the law of Undulation, The Enemies master

plan for humans, contrast them the plan of Our Father Below 

What is the law of Undulation?

What does the Enemy use more, troughs or peaks?

Why does the enemy withdraw His hand?

Letter 9 – Pleasures

Screwtape explains how to exploit the spiritually dry period with

sensual pleasures and then attack the faith. 

What is the basic principle of exploiting the dry period?

What is the source of pleasures?

What are two other possible uses of the dry period?



Letter 10 – Bad Friends

Screwtape approves the efforts to encourage a spiritually harmful

relationship, and advises Wormwood to use it to his advantage by

encouraging a double life 

What do we mean by “the world” when we talk about it as a source

of temptation? “The Devil, the world and our own sinful nature?”

How can the patient’s vanity be exploited?

What is the best if he spends more time with the new couple?

Letter 11 – Laughter

Screwtape loves the new sophisticated friends because they are

consistent scoffers and worldings, but also warns Wormwood

about laughter.

What are the four categories that Screwtape divides human

laughter into?

What doesn’t he like about the laughter of Joy?

Why is flippancy the best?

Letter – Nothing

Screwtape expresses concern about the pace of the patients drifting

away. The safest path to Hell is the gentle slope without milestones

or signposts.

What is the danger if the patient becomes too aware of the drift

away from the sun?

What effect does a dim uneasiness have?

How does Jesus warning to the church in Laodicea play into this

letter? “I know your works: you are neither cold nor hot. Would

that you were either cold or hot!” Rev. 2:15


